SECOND STAGE … FRANKLY DEVELOPED PNEUMONIA: extracted from Borland's Pneumonias
ONSET

PALLOR/TEMP

Slow

Heavy/sleepy looking Tongue: thick,

Short/panting breaths Sticky, hangs

#1

Face: dusky

Painful cough, hurts

TONGUE/MOUTH

heavy, white coat

IR.

SPUTUM

NIU
M

VE

MENTALS

MISC KEYNOTES

Very thirsty

Heat/hot room <

Irritable/dull

Frontal headache

around mouth Gulps too much Slightest motion <

Holds chest to cough Dark color (??) Bitter taste

Lies stil on R (L) side Talks/thinks/anx. Wrapping chest >

Extremities: dusky

Voice: hoarse

Lungs: R (L) side

9 pm <

Face: bright red

Dry, tormenting

Watery

Thirsty

Difficulty breathing

Scanty

> cold, juicy or Sitting up back with

#2

flush
Mouth: dry

uses accessory

Tongue: swollen,

muscles to breathe

Face: livid red
bloated, swollen

Easy to get up

Rapid rise of temp.

down center

Face: dusky with
yellowish tinge

w/ice

Sitting < (dizzy/faint)

Cold air < (cough)
chin tilted up

being disturbed Visitors <
about work
Wants company

Tightness of chest

Wants affection
and comfort

Evenings < (before
night falls)

Sticky

yellow coat with
yellow streak

fizzy drinks

Alae nasi flap

Tongue: thick,

Pulse: pounding

Difficult to raise > Cold water

Dislikes talking or Heavy over eyes

Throat: dry/irritated

Intense thirst

Hard to raise (expel?)
Drinks taste
sweet
Mid color range

Beads of sweat

CH
EL
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O
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Lips: dusky, cracked

Faster

in armpits or back

THIRST

Mouth: dry

red

RA
TR
UM
V

COUGH

Skin: hot, damp

PH
OS

PH
OR
US

BR
YO
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REMEDY

< to sit up (affects
vision = dim)
Evenings < (before
night falls)

Exciteable

Pupils dilated

Delerious - sees

Extreme pulsation

figures/faces

Nausea?

on the wall

Photophobic

bet. Bry+Phos
Yellow

With breathlessness

Profuse

> Hot drinks

Pains stabbing: in the Easy to get up
front of chest

Doesn't > to move

Irritable

Lethargic

Sits leant forward

Snappy

If Bryonia is ind

completely still

radiating to the back

4 pm and 4 am <

Can be spiteful
or uncivil (rude)

NOTES
If Bryonia is indicated but doesn't help or ony helps a little consider Cheledonium

Veratrum viride vs. Belladonna
Similarities : pulsations, livid appearance, high fever, delirium, dilated pupils. Differences: Bell has dry, hot skin whereas Veratrum has beads of sweat.

Bryonia vs. Chelidonium
Similarities : dusky appearance, slow onset, sharp/stitching pains, irritability, motion agg.
Differences: Cheledonium has a yellow tinge (face) and yellow tongue and wants hot drinks, Bryonia has a blue tingue (face), a white tongue and wants cold drinks.
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